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Let n, t, k be integers, n ~t~l,k*2.Letx={1,2 ,..., n}. Let $ be a family of subsets of x 
such that the cardinality of the union of any k members of SF is at most n - t. How large 191 can 
be and which are the optimal families? We answer these questions for t s 2kk/150. 
1. Introduction 
For i, j integers, let [i, j] denote the set of integers in i s h s j. Let 9 be a family 
of subsets of x = [ 1, n]. If t, k are positive integers k 2 2, t G n, then ‘S is said to 
have property P(n, k, t) if for F1, . . . , Fk E 9 we always have 1 U F= 1 5 1 s n - t. We 
say a family 9 is E(n, k, t, s) (s is a non-negative integer) to mean that it has the 
form S=(FcXIIFnYJss) where YcX,lYl=t+ks~~. We denote by 
e(n, k, t, s) the common cardinality of the E( n, k, t, s) families. Clearly if 9 E 
E(n, k, t, s), then 3 has P( n, k, t) and e (n, k, t, 0) = 2”~‘. 
P. ErdBs and the author have the following: 
Conjecture. If n, k, t are given n 2 t 2 1, k 2 2 and 9 is a family’ of subsets of 
x = [ 1, n] which has property P(n, k, t) and which is of maximal cardinslity, then 
there exists a non-negative integer s such that 9% E(n, k, t, s) unless t= 1, k = 2. 
In the case k = 2 the validity of the conjecture was proved by Katona [I]. The 
case t = 1 is trivial (cf. Erdiis et al. [2, p. 319 (ii)]). The*aim of this paper is to 
prove the following: 
Theorem 2. The conjecture holds for n, k, t whenever k > 2, n > t, and t G k2k/150. 
Let [x]([x]*) denote the greatest (smallest) integer less (more.1 than or equal to 
x, resp. 
2. Prelimhuy results 
The following result was proved by Brace and Daykin [3]. 
eorem. Suppose that 9 is a family of subsets of x = [ 1, n] and that U FE3 F = X. 
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lf 9 has P(n, k, l), then 
IS+Se(n, k, 1, 1)=(k+2)2”-k-‘. (2) 
Now we define an operation which was first by Kleitman [4]. Let %T be a family 
of subsets of x. Suppose that i, j are integers, 1~ i < j s n. Let US set Ai,j( %T) = 
{Ai+j(H) 1 HE Yt’) where 
&j(H) = ( (H-ti))U(i} if Jo H, i$ H, ((H-G})U(i))#%‘, H otherwise. 
The following two propositions are easily verified. 
Proposition 1. ff St? has property P(n, k, t), then Ai,j(%) has P(n, k, t) as well. 
Proposition 2. If 2’ has P( n, k, t) and Ai,j(X) is E(n, k, t, S) for some s 2 0, then % 
is E( n, k, t, s) for the same s. 
Starting with a family %I of subsets of X, having the propert!, P(n, k, t) and 
applying the operation Ai,j repeatedly for all the pairs i, j (1~ i a< j s n) after a 
finite number of steps we obtain a family 9 which still has the property P(n, k, t) 
and satisfies A,,,(S)=9 for any i, j (lsi<j<n). 
3. An inquaWy and some consequences 
Let 9 be a family of subsets of x having P(n, k, t), k 2 3. Suppose that ($1 is 
maximal. According to Section 2, we may assume that Ai,j(@) = 9 for any 
1 s i C j G n. The maximality of ISI implies that 9 is a hereditary family of sets i.e. 
whenever FE g, G G F we have G E 9. Combining these properties we prove: 
r+L;u;l 3. If {i ,,..., i,)=FE~,ii<izC..*<i,, G={j, ,..., jr},j,<j2( 
l * <j,,r~qandi,~j,forp=l,..., r, thenGEE 
Proof. As 29 is hereditary so is F’ = (iI, . . . ., i,) E @. NOW use Ai,j (5Q = 9 for 
(i, j) = (i,, i,)(p = 1, . . . , r) and the statement follows. Let us set 
n-t 
b - = 
[ 1 k - 
on 4. F,=(n-t-bk+l,n-t-(b-l)k+l,. . .,n-t+l}#% 
oaf. Ii F, E $, then in view of Proposition 3 F1 = ([l, n]n{n- t- bk-(i -2), 
. . . 5 n-f -(i-2)})E% for i=2,. . . , k but FIUFzlJ = l l UF, =[I, n-H-l] con- 
tradicting the property P(n, k, t). 
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Proposition 5. For every FE 9 there exists an integer s, 0 s s c b such that 
\Fn[n-t-ks+l,n](ss. (3) 
Proof. Let F=(iI, . . . , &}, iI < l l l < iq. All we have to show is that there exists 
an integer s, 0~ s G b, such that i4_S s n - t - ks or that q G b. But the contrary 
means that q ab+l and for p=O, 1,. . . , b we have &an-t-pk+l implying 
FE 9 which is a contradiction to Proposition 4. 
Cotollary 1. For every FE S there exists a non-negative integer s, 0~ s c b, such 
that 
IFn[n-t-ks+l,n])=s. (4 
Proof. Choose the smallest s for which (3) is fulfilled. 
Let us count the number N, of subsets of x for which (4) holds with a tied s. 
As any subset F of X is uniquely determined by its intersections with [ 1, n - t - 
ks] and [n - t - ks + 1, n] so we obtain 
N, = 2n-t-k-3. (5) 
Using eq. (5) and Corollary 1 we deduce 
\~+N,+N, where N=N,+***+N,. 
Let us examine the ratio of consecutive terms in N. If t 2 k, then 
(6) 
2k(S+1) ’ 
. 
t+‘k-l)s+z =t+k(S+l) i=l t Ck l)(s+l)+i 
a2” s+l s+1>2L 
( > 
-= 
t s+2 te 
P* 
Hence for t < 2k/e which means p > 1 we conclude from (6) that 
~%+=N,+(p-l)pNI=2”-‘(1+~) 
where T = (t + k)/(zk - te). Thus 
(8) 
lgl <2n-f+1 for 7 G 1. (9) 
Using this inequality we derive the following 
Theorem 1. Let S be a family of subsets of x. Suppose that 9 has property P(n, k, t) 
and that 
t<2k-1-k+l 
ka6, - 
e+l 
-1. (10) 
Then 191~2~-~ with equality holding if and only if 9% E(n, k, t, 0). 
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proof. If CF has property P( n, k - 1, t + 1) and t - > k, then in view of (10) we obtain 
applying (9) for the triple (n, k - 1, t + 1) 191< 2”~‘. If ?F has not P(n, k - 1, t + 1), 
then we can find sets F1, . . . , Fk__ 1 belonging to 9 such that their union is of 
cardinal@ n -(t + 1) + 1) = n - t. Let us set 
k-l 
Y=X- u I;i. 
i=l 
Then the property P(n, k, t) implies that F n Y = g for any FE 9 and the assertion 
follows. As for k 3 6 the inequality (10) is satisfied for t = k so it suffices to prove 
that if the assertion of the theorem is true for the triple (n, k, t) for every n 3 t and 
t’ c 6, then the assertion holds for the triple (n’, k, t’) whenever n’ 3 t’. 
In order to prove this let ZF be a family of subsets of X’ = [l, n’] having the 
property P(n’, k, t’). Then 9 can also be regarded as a family of subsets of 
X =[l, n] where n = fz’- (t - t’), and 9 has P(n, k, t) whence either Is]< 2”-’ = 
2”‘-” or 9 is E(n, k, t, 0’ .I i.e. there exists a subset Y of X such that I Y( = t and 
S={FzXI FnY=fd}. In this case we set Y’=Y-[n-(t-t’)+l,n] andobtain 
@={Fc:X’I FnY’=@}. 
4. A lemma 
Let us set c = t/2k. As for k s 19 we have 
k 2k<2k-‘-k+l 
150 e+l 
-1 
so for 6 s k s 19 the statement of Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1. As for 
k ~5 we have t s 1 we may assume k 220 and o ~(2~+’ -k + l)/(e + l), we use 
these factc -irithout referring to them. 
‘Lemma. Let 9 be a family of subsets of x, having property P(n, k, t) and suppose 
that IcSl is maximal. Then for p = [log [ 12c]*e t2c log e]* it has not property 
P(n, k-l, t+p). 
Proof. If n < t + p, then we have nothing to prove. So assume n 2 t + p. Suppose 
that 9 has P( n, k - 1, t + p). In this case we may apply the inequality (7) for the 
pair (k - 1, t + p) and obtain 
t+p+(k-1)s 
19]< h 
7 
S 
-- 4 
2” d s-0 yp+(k-1)s l 
(11) 
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d,l4+1= 
(s + l)2k-’ s 
n 
t+p+(k-2)s+i 
t+P+(k_l)(S+l)i=1 t+p+(k_2)(S+l)+i 
(s + 1)2k-’ 
>t+p+(k-2)(s+l) (S(S + 1)) 
(12) 
Elementary counting yields that for s + 12 6c this ratio is greater than 1 while for 
s + 12 12c it is at least 2. Hence 
ppa c [lp]* zzx (’ +p +ck - ‘js) 2-(t+p+(k-1)s) 
s=O S 
(13) 
Now using s!>(s/e)s and (p+(k-l)s)ss(p+(k-1)6t=2-k)6t2-k~t we 
obtain: 
C6cl 
191 l 2-” C [ 12~]*2-‘-~ max (( te)2-(k-“( 1 + (p + (k - l)s)/t)/s)” 
s=o 
C6cl 
C[12c]*e2-‘-p max (te2-‘kP”/s)s 
s=o 
(14) 
The function f(s) = (q/s)” attains its maximum at s = q/e whence 
191 l 2-” C [ 12c]*e2+Pe2c = 
= 2-t-[log ([l*c]*e)+*c loge]* [12c]*e l e% = 2-‘, 
contradicting the maximality of 191. 
5. The proof of the main theorem 
Let us choose k = 1 sets F,, . . . , Fk+ E 9 such that their union, D is of maximal 
cardinality, say n-t-h. According to Proposition 3 we may assume D = 
[l, y1- t - h] and in view of the lemma 
0 G h G 2c log e + log ([12c]*e). (15) 
The property P(n, k, t) implies that for any FE % 
IFn[n-t-h+l, n]lGh. (16) 
Let q denote the greatest integer such that there exists a set F9 E 
B!,IFqn[n-t-h+l, n])=q. FR[vt-t+l, n]#@ We may suppose that such a q 
exists as otherwise F c_ [ 1, II - t] holds for every F E 9 and by the maximahty of Z9 
itfollowsthat 9isE(n,k,t,O).LetO<rsq andletAc[n-t-h+l,n],IAI=r. 
Let us set %={F-A 1 FES, F~[PI-t-h+i, II]=A). 
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Proposition 5. %A is a far&y of subsets of [l, n - t - h] which has property 
P(n-t-h, [i], [$q+kr-h). 
proof, If this statement is not true, then in view of Proposition 3 there exists sets 
& . . . , EIk/+ & such that 
(17) 
Let us introduce the notation 
In view of Proposition 3 and the fact that (Et U A) E S for i = 1, . . . , d and F9 E $ 
the following sets belong to 9 as well: 
Fi=(EiU{m+(i_l)r+jIj==1,2,. . . ,t))n[l,n], i=l,. . .,d, 
F,={m+dr+j[y]+p-d Ij=O,.. .,rjn[l,n], p=d+l,..., k. 
But U F=, fi = [ 1, n - t + l] contradicting the property P(n, k, t). In particular it 
follows that m s 0. 
Now Proposition 5 and Theorem 1 imply 
1’;~~ 1 s y-r-h-(k+l)/2+kr-h) = 2n-t-kr-(k+1)/2 
(1% 
We may apply Theorem 1 as for k 2 20 
C2ck’2’-1 - k + l)(e + l)-’ - 1 > [y]+(k-l)($+oge+log[$]*e). 
Let us define 9’ = {FE% 1 F c [l, n - t]. By the ?naximality of 9 we can find sets 
F,,.. . , Fk E 9 such that U f= 1 E = n - t. Using Proposition 3 and the definition of 
‘S’ we conclude the existence of sets Fi, . . ..FiMQuchthat U~=,F~=[l,n-t]. 
On the other hand we may assume that there are no k = 1 sets Gi, . . . , GL+ 
having [ 1, n - t] for their union as in this case P(n, k, t) implies again 9 is 
E(n, k, t, 0). So the conditions of the above cited theorem of LL Brace and D.E. 
Daykin are fulfilled whence 
PI I <k+12”_’ -2k-- - (19) 
LEB beasubsetof[n-t-h+l,n]suchtharIB\=q,Bn[n-t+l,n]#g.Let 
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us set zPB ={F-B~FE%,F~[Q-~-~+~,~]=B}. If for every Fdpn 
[n-t-qk+l, n]lFL -q holds, then by the maximality of 9 
9={FcX) ]Fn[n-t-qk+l, n]]sq} 
and we are done. So we may assume that there exists a set F% g such that 
IFon[n-t-b+i, n]l>q+l. Hence by Proposition 3 Fk ={n-t-kq+i I i= 
1 ,. . .,q+l}n[l,n]E% 
Proposition 6. The family gB has property P(n - t - h, k - 1, kq + 1 - h). 
Proof. If it is not true, then using Proposition 3 we may assume the existence of 
sets E 1,. . . , Ek+ e i!$ such that U!Z; Ei =[l, n-t - kq]. Again by Proposition 3 
the following sets belong to 9: 
*- 1- 1 9***9 k-l. 
Now UF t = 1 Fi = [ 1, n - t + 1] yields the desired contradiction, and in particular 
n - t - k 1 + 13 0. In view of Theorem 1 Proposition 6 entails 
I& I s y-r-h-ucq+1-fd = 2n-t-kq-1. 
cw 
We may apply Theorem 1 as for k 2 20 we have 
2k-1-k+l 
e+l 
-l>kq+l. 
For ISI we have the following expression: 
IPI = c J{F)&9,Fn[n-t-h+l,n]=A)I 
Ac[n-t-h+l, n] 
=“f: c 1% I A 
r=O AJ=r 
As[n-t-h+l.nl 
+({FIFEg,Fc[l,n-t],lFn[n-t-h+l,n]Jaq}l 
+ c I%4 
lAI=q 
Bs[l,n-tl 
Adn-t-h+l.nl 
cm 
From (21) using inequalities (18), (lo), and (20) we obtain 
\$(sIg (‘t “) 2n-t-kr(k+1)12+(k + lJ2n-t-k+ (‘i h)2n-t-kg-l 
<“c’ 2-(k+1)/2 ( 
t+kr 
r=O 
r ) 2n-t-kr+(k + 1)2-k2n-t +l_ it+kq\ 
2\ q / 
2n-t-kq 
=z (q2- (k+1)‘2(k + 1)2-k +i) m”ax IE(n, k, t, s)l <I&X IE(n, k, t, s)l. (22) 
s=o s=o 
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In establishing (22) we used that 
4 S h G p = 2c log e +log ([12c]*e) 
and consequently for t s k l 2k/150 we have 
4 l 2-(k+1)‘2 +(k+1)2-k +$<l. 
Now (22) gives the final contradiction which concludes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Remark 1. The constant 150 can be considerably improved if we restrict ourse- 
lves to sufficiently large values of k. 
Remark 2. It is easy to see that for t c 2k - k - 1 in Theorem 2 the only optimal 
system is E(n, k, t, 0). If t = 2k - k - 1, then there are two optimal systems 
E( n, k, t, 0) and E( n, k, t, 1). In general, for any fixed positive E and k > k&), 1 s 
s s k/150, ~2~ G t s (s + 1 - ~)2~ the only optimal family is E(n, k, t, s). 
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